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Write Your Soul

Thank you to all of the poets and wonderful people in the writing industry

that we have met in 2021.  For an online company, the feeling of friendship

and camaraderie is just amazing. We are so grateful for your support that

has allowed us to expand and plan for a very exciting new year! 

We are thrilled to announce our plans for 2022, which contain both a bit of

the old and the start of something new. First off, we received so many

talented submissions to our poetry contests this past year that we simply

have to make two of our favorite contests an annual affair. We will be

hosting both the "Poetry Masters" Contest and the "Matter" Contest again in

2022, and every year following! Our "Poetry Masters" Contest is very

selective, with only 5 poets being chosen to have their work featured in the

anthology, but we do choose more in our "Matter" Contest. All poets that

reach a certain score will be finalists, and "Matter" is your best opportunity

to be published. 

We are also delighted to share that Oprelle is now accepting book

submissions! We have a special interest in YA fiction, Self-Help, Children’s,

Metaphysical fiction and nonfiction, Science fiction, Fantasy and Romance,

and are ready to help take your manuscripts a step closer towards

publication. We will be offering a first look at your book, and after reading

the first 10-50 pages we will provide a constructive report addressing key

elements such as writing style, storyline, structure, characterization and

dialogue. We are devoted to developing this new program in 2022 and will

provide more detailed information on or before January 30th on our website,

but please feel free to turn in submissions now! 
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Oprelle's blog will also be revamped this year. It can

be found on our website where we will be posting

insights and discussions about the publishing

industry, general writing advice, and writer and book

features. Additionally, we hope to include some of

your own blog posts. Blog submissions pertaining to

our shared love of reading and writing are welcomed

to be emailed for consideration. Thank you again for

what we've accomplished together in 2021 and we are

wishing you all a healthy, joyous and strong 

New Year.

Meet Ellaraine Lockie. She is a widely published and awarded poet, nonfiction book author, and essayist.

Her newest poetry book is the coauthored Trio from Poetrylandia. Her recent work has won several

contests, including some of our own. In addition to her 14 poetry chapbooks, she is the author of DAIRY

DELICIOUS: High Calcium Cookbook/ Kitchen Companion, recently released from St. Johann Press.

Ellaraine also teaches writing workshops and serves as Poetry Editor for the lifestyles magazine,

LILIPOH. 

She is also one of our five Poetry Masters of 2021, and is featured in our Poetry Masters Anthology 2021

edition that will be coming out later this month. The creativity and originality of her winning poem, "An

American Haibun," is absolutely incredible. One of our favorite lines from this poem is, "Even the native

crows acquiesce their territory to this gift." The full poem is available now on our website and will be the

first one appearing in our Anthology. In Ellaraine's own words, here is the inspiration behind this

wonderful poem: 

 I grew up in the small wheat farming community of Big Sandy, Montana, which sits on the prairie at the

base of The Bear Paw Mountains. I found entertainment and excitement in the animal life, breathtaking

beauty and peace in the landscape plus drama in the extreme changes in weather. Consequently, I’ve

always looked to nature for balance and guidance. The thrill of finding a large flock of parrots in my

front yard trees one morning rerouted my daily neighborhood walk to my driveway, as I couldn’t bear to

leave the parrots. I had just received worrisome health news, but as I experienced the songs, colors and

antics of these spectacular birds who stayed a good twenty minutes, my anxiety eased and pretty much

flew away with the parrots when they left. From gratitude I wrote this poem. -Ellaraine Lockie

Here are a couple more lovely lines from works also included in our Anthology: "She collected waterfalls/

Circulated them from the ground/ to river to ocean to sky inside her”, "These ghosts do not rest in peace/

They peck away wanting recognition”. 

Thank you, Ellaraine. 

ELLARAINE LOCKIE

EVAN PENGUINISKI:  THE WORST WISHER EVER 
BY ANDI ANDERS            ILL. BY EMILY HERCOCK

Evan lives life in black and white. He knows all about blending in. All

penguins do. More than anything, Evan wants to stand out from the crowd.

Standing out isn't always a good thing-especially when you're poking other

penguins in the butt with your brand- spanking-new unicorn horn, or

launching out of the sea with a fish kabob on your head. Pointy horns aren't

always the best for huddling either-just ask Tilly, the one with all the Band-

Aids stuck to her face. A surprise twist ending has Evan rethinking his wish!

Now available for your little readers on barnesandnoble.com for $17.99.


